Naivasha Mobile Vet Unit
Monthly report – September 2019
Introduction
Routine clinical case interventions continued during the month of September. Naivasha Mobile
Vet Unit visited Soysambu ranch, Crater Lake, Lentolia, Korongo farm, Mundui Estates, Kedong
ranch, Hellsgate National Park, Longonot Gate, Sanctuary farm, Manera farm, Marula Estates
among other areas on security patrol. In summary, the following activities were undertaken;
i.

General routine clinical case work

ii.

Routine security patrols in Soysambu ranch, Crater Lake, Lentolia, Korongo farm,
Mundui Estates, Kedong ranch, Hellsgate National Park, Longonot Gate, Sanctuary farm,
Manera farm, Marula Estates among others on various dates

iii.

Tatu city hippopotami rapid assessment work

iv.

Attempted lion collaring at Soysambu ranch

General weather
Many parts south, north of Lake Naivasha and generally many parts of Central Rift Conservation
Area during this reporting period, are receiving sporadic rains. The region is experiencing some
good rainfall, pasture and browse is abundant. Generally, mornings are cold, later in the day it is
hot, sunny and windy.
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This is a summary of the work during this period.
On 02.09.2019 to 04.09.2019 Naivasha Mobile Vet Unit made a rapid assessment of
Hippopotami in Tatu City. A full report is attached.

Tatu City Hippopotami rapid assessment report
Compiled by: Dr Titus Kaitho & Edward King’ori

Introduction
Tatu city is located in Kiambu County, Kenya. Tatu City is a 5,000-acre, mixed-use development
with homes, schools, offices, a shopping district, medical clinics, nature areas, a sport &
entertainment complex and manufacturing area, which are under development. Tatu City is
aligned with vision of the Nairobi Metro 2030 Strategy, and part of Kenya Vision 2030.
Background
Tatu City is located on land once owned by Socfinaf, a Belgium-owned rubber and coffee
company. From the 1960s to 2008, Socfinaf owned thousands of acres of coffee estates in
Kiambu County. Today this land is collectively known as Tatu City and the Kofinaf estates. In
2008, the Tatu City land was acquired by Rendeavour, Africa’s largest urban land developer.
This land is endowed with water earth dams, rivers, streams and water offtake sites where
hippopotami live and graze in the coffee estates and along the riverine areas.
Scope of hippopotami assessment work in Tatu City
Animal Rights Reserved (ARR) was tasked to conduct a rapid assessment of hippopotami
numbers, locations and movements. The monitoring of hippopotami work commenced on 2 nd day
of September 2019 led by ARR with assistance of Tatu Connect Security team.
Methodology of this task
i)
Personnel or staff interviews
ii)

Meetings and focused group discussions

iii)

Drive and foot walks into the dams

iv)

Making of visual observations in the dams of any hippopotami activity including sighting
of hippopotami, hippopotami tracks, hippopotami foot prints and grazing area.
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Meeting and focused group discussion at Tatu Connect Security offices
Summary
Serial
#
1

Dam

GPS location

Date visited

Hippo numbers

Hippo activity

Kijani Ridge
dam

S01008’58.7”
E036053’30.7”

02.09.2019

2

Fresh foot prints,
tracks & photos

1- migratory hippo

Foot prints

03.09.2019

2

4

Ngaiya Dam

03.09.2019

5

Mukuyu
Dam
Oakland
Dam I
Oakland
Dam II
Rumera Dam

S01009’10.7”
E036054’23.2”
S01007’27.6”
E036054’24.1”
S01006’49.2”
E036053’36.2”
S01007’02.0”
E036053’14.6”
S01005’45.4”
E036054’48.1”
S01005’53.4”
E036054’54.8”
S01005’49.9”
E036057’10.1”
S01005’08.1”
E036056’20.6”
S01005’04.7”
E036055’45.0”

02.09.2019

3

Tatu Sales
Office Dam
Comte Dam

03.09.2019

5 thought to be
migratory
5 thought to be
migratory
0

Fresh foot prints,
tracks
Fresh foot prints,
tracks
Fresh foot prints,
tracks
None

03.09.2019

0

None

04.09.2019

0

None

04.09.2019

0

None

04.09.2019

0

None

2

6
7
8
9
10

Gatindiri
Dam
Karimu Dam

03.09.2019
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Capture
recommendations
After land scaping
Dry season
(Jan/Feb)
Needs further
monitoring
Dry season
(Jan/Feb)
Dry season
(Jan/Feb)
Dry season
(Jan/Feb)

Comment

Not Sure of hippo
presence
Migratory Hippos
alternate between dams
Migratory Hippos
alternate between dams

FIGURE 1 : A MAP SHOWING THE LOCATIONS OF DAMS WITHIN THE TATU CITY COMPLEX
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Several dams were visited which include the following:
Kijani Ridge Dam
This was first dam to be visited by ARR team and Tatu Connect Security staff. The dam is
located GPS (S01008’58.7” E036053’30.7”) The dam was visited on 2nd day of September 2019.
The time of the visit was during the afternoon hours of this day. We spent almost the entire
afternoon in this dam. There is active hippopotami activity in this dam. We sighted one
hippopotamus in the dam. We also took photographs of this hippopotamus. Reports from reliable
sources indicated that there are two hippopotami resident in this dam. The calf was thought to be
hidden in a cave enclosed by thick papyrus vegetation. The hippopotami are mother cow and a
calf. The security team reported confidently that they had seen two (2) hippopotami in this dam
in the morning and evening hours. There were hippopotami tracks and fresh foot prints entering
and exiting the dam. The water level of the dam is high, as measured by the water height (level)
gauge. The dam was leaking water downstream and fast pouring the water out through a broken
pipe. Kijani Ridge dam is surrounded by thick and bushy vegetation mainly papyrus grass,
elephant grass and heavy tree canopy. This dam is heavily silted and it is not easy to wade into
the dam using waders. The terrain around the dam is rugged and the dam is not easily accessible
by a truck. There is need to do a road track closer to the dam for easy access and make the area
motorable. The surrounding area of this dam has thick leafy and green vegetation which is ideal
habitat for hippopotami to hide and graze despite the dwindling water levels. Water from this
dam is currently draining into a small dam 500meters downstream. This small dam is also ideal
habitat for hippopotami. Plans are underway to landscape this part of Tatu City property and this
will drastically reduce the vegetation available for hiding and grazing. This will make it easier to
trap the hippopotami by feeding baits or darting and recovery for translocation using a lifting
crane truck. A road track construction during the landscaping process will definitely open up this
dam and it will be easily accessible. At the moment to trap these hippopotami is an impossible
task as the area has a large feed base. The baits cannot be attractive to any hippopotamus.
Chemical immobilization is also difficult as hippopotamus once darted can run into the deep
waters and drown. Again, hippopotami can hide for many hours deep inside the thick vegetation.
Kijani Ridge Estate has a perimeter wall fence and also gated. The hippopotami resident in this
estate cannot move out. Once landscaping of the estate has occurred the feed base will gradually
decrease. A long-term plan where attempts can be made to capture the hippopotami once the
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inevitable landscaping has been carried out. Short - and medium-term plans will be to raise
public awareness of the presence of dangerous hippopotami in the dam and its surroundings. Part
of public awareness can be carried out by warning signage and banners, public sensitization
through warning signs that explicitly prohibit swimming and fishing (which we found actively
happening during our visit) in this dam. Security cordons and barriers can also be erected, and
actual presence of security staff and patrols to actively deter people from entering into the dam
both during day and night hours. Once the hippopotami are easily accessible, a translocation
budget will be developed and submitted by Kenya Wildlife Service who is the competent
authority of wildlife translocation.
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Tatu Sales Office Dam
This was the second dam to be visited by ARR and Tatu Connect Security on 2 nd September
2019. The location of this dam is GPS (S01 009’10.7” E036054’23.2”). The time of visit to this
dam and monitoring of hippopotami activity was in the afternoon and better part of that evening.
One of the key findings in this dam was one hippopotamus foot print was sighted which was a
few days old. This foot print was of a mature hippopotamus. The dam is a vast dam and we tried
walk along the shores of this dam for over one hour. The dam is heavily silted and surrounded by
a dense papyrus vegetation. Reports from local community members say one hippopotamus was
seen last month. The hippopotami who frequently visits this dam, is migratory hippopotamus
probably one hippo seen in the last 20 days. The area has a nearby road. The dam is not
accessible by a recovery lorry truck, however, there are footpaths leading into the dam. The dam
is also heavily silted. There are ongoing illegal human activities including swimming, cloth
washing and fishing. The dam is not secure as there are no warning signs, which allows the said
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illicit activities to thrive. There is limited security personnel presence at this dam. There are no
appropriate signages to prevent illegal activities like cloth washing, swimming and fishing. Our
assessment revealed that there is an increased security risk to people who visit this dam.
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Focused group discussion at Comte Dam

Comte Dam
This dam was visited by ARR and Tatu Connect Security on 3 rd September 2019. The location of
this dam is GPS (S01007’27.6” E036054’24.1”). We visited the dam in the early hours of that
morning. We noticed two (2) hippopotami activity in that dam. The number of hippopotami
suspected to be in Comte dam is two (2). Fresh hippopotami foot prints and hippopotami tracks
were seen coming out and entering the dam waters. The dam is heavily silted and surrounded by
a thick forest cover which is an ideal habitat and hiding place of hippopotami. It is not
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technically feasible to translocate hippopotami from this dam, as the dam is surrounded by thick
vegetation and water level is high
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Ngaiya Dam
The teams visited this dam on 3rd day of September 2019 during morning hours. The dam is
located GPS (S01006’49.2” E036053’36.2”). We suspected several hippopotami are living in this
dam. It was also reported that hippopotami had killed one person and injured another. Several
clear hippopotami tracks were seen leaving and entering the dam. There is a nearby public road
where the hippopotami attacks occurred as people alighted from vehicles. There are no road
warning signs to sensitize people that; hippopotami are crossing the road at night or speed bumps
signs. The hippopotami have a lot to feed on as the area is heavily forested and also grazes in the
coffee plantation. In Ngaiya dam there was ongoing illegal fishing activity (Illegal fishermen
were present in the dam). Nearby workers houses were exposed to hippopotami as there was no
deterrent fencing off of the houses. The hippopotami are migratory and occasionally move to
nearby Mukuyu Dam. The area has a rugged terrain and not easily motorable.

Mukuyu Dam
The team visited this dam on 3rd day of September 2019 from 11.30am to 12.45 pm. The dam is
located at GPS (S01007’02.0” E036053’14.6”). The area around this dam is heavily forested with
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bamboo and papyrus grass. Around Mukuyu dam there is a lot of human activity including
planting of maize by the farm workers. There are also farm houses where workers live very close
this dam. It was reported that five (5) hippopotami traverse Ngaiya and Mukuyu dams. There
was no perimeter fence to separate the dam and close workers’ houses. Hippopotami were just
loitering around the verandahs of the houses feeding on maize plants at night as indicated by the
fresh foot prints and crop destruction. There was very active hippopotami activity around the
houses as hippopotami had trampled on maize and many foot prints and hippopotami tracks were
observed in the compounds of the workers’ houses. There were also illegal activities like fishing,
cloth washing despite hippopotami presence in the dam. One of the farm workers had sighted 2
hippopotami (Mother and calf) and chased them away on the night of 2 nd September 2019. There
were no security lights around the workers’ houses. There was no signage to sensitize people on
presence of hippopotami in the dam and around the residential houses at night. The terrain
around this dam is also challenging and not easily motorable.
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Oakland Dam I
We visited this dam on 3rd day of September 2019 during the afternoon hours. The dam is
located GPS (S01005’45.4” E036054’48.1”). The dam is located next to tarmac public road.
There was no report of any hippopotami activity and presence in the dam. No hippopotamus
activity was observed in the dam. The local community reported no hippopotamus sighting in the
dam. The dam is surrounded by abundant vegetation, papyrus grass and bamboo forest. The dam
is not secured by fencing off and no appropriate signage was available. Illegal fishing &
swimming are usual occurrence. Oakland dam I drains and or spills into Oakland dam II.
Oakland Dam II
We visited this dam on the same day and same afternoon as Oakland Dam I, as the two dams are
just 1Km apart. Oakland Dam II is located at GPS (S01005’53.4” E036054’54.8”). Oakland Dam
II lies within a heavily forested area with bamboo forest and papyrus. Our team saw a green
snake in the dam. There were clear reports that children swim and fish in this dam. There was no
signage to warn people against swimming and drowning into the dam. There was no known
history of hippopotami presence at Oakland I & II dams.
Rumera Dam
The teams visited Rumera Dam on the 4th day of September 2019 during early morning hours.
This dam is located on GPS (S01005’49.9” E036057’10.1”). There is a lot of human activity
around this dam, including grass harvesting, laundry, swimming, irrigation and fishing. There
was no hippopotamus activity observed in the dam. There was only a story of one hippopotamus
which was killed or eliminated by Kenya Wildlife Service rangers. There was no signage to warn
people about the existence of hippopotamus in the dam waters. There is inadequate security in
the area as we met people who ran away as they were illegal grass harvesters. The dam is next to
tarmac public road and no signage about hippopotamus crossing and presence.
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Gatindiri Dam
We visited Gatindiri Dam located on GPS (S01 005’08.1” E036056’20.6”) during the early
morning hours on 4th day of September 2019. There was a story of one hippopotamus seen last
year, who has migrated to other dams in Tatu City property. There was no signage warning
people on the existence of hippopotamus. Sport fishing is also practiced in Gatindiri Dam. The
dam is heavily silted. Water birds were seen in the dam.

Karimu Dam
This was the last dam to be visited by the team on 4th day of September 2019. We visited this
dam around midday. This dam is located GPS (S01 005’04.7” E036055’45.0”). No hippopotamus
tracks observed in the dam. There was no history of hippopotamus presence in the dam. The dam
is near a tarmac public road. The dam is utilized as a picnic site, with only one warning sign
against fishing & swimming. The dam is also heavily silted.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
 Translocation of hippopotamus in the dams can be attempted during the dry season –
(January & February) when the tree foliage is minimal and feed base for hippopotami is
at its lowest. Off road driving is possible during dry season.


At the fenced off Kijani Ridge Estate where Kijani Ridge Dam is located, hippopotami
translocation can be attempted once landscaping and development of a road close to dam
has been implemented.



Tatu City management should carry the responsibility of putting the appropriate signage
in the dams and nearby roads. The signage will give adequate warning and sensitization
of farm workers and members of the public. Failure to properly warn the public might
attract litigation and attract high insurance premiums on the Tatu City property.



Tatu City management should beef up security to deter illegal activities including
swimming and fishing in the hippopotami infested dams.



Tatu City management should provide adequate lighting and fence off workers’ houses
near hippopotami infested dams.



Tatu City Management is obligated to set aside a budget for translocation of the
hippopotami at the appropriate time.



Kenya Wildlife Service will submit a budget to Tatu City management for hippopotami
translocation at the appropriate time.



Equipment needed to facilitate the expected translocation might include 2 recovery lifting
cranes/ trucks, a transport container/crate, a shovel tractor/grader tractor which can do a
temporary road, 2 Landcruiser vehicles, a canter truck for transport of camping
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equipment, mobile generator, ropes, a speed boat among others. Lucerne/hay/molasses
might be required if the hippopotami will be baited and closed in a transport container.
This operation might take 2 to 3 months depending on how fast the capture team will be
able to habituate hippopotami.
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List of Tatu City Connect Security staff consulted and their status
1) Roger Rebelo – Head of Utilities
2) Steve Kimani – Security Operations Manager
3) Dominic Rono – Security Head
4) Anthony Kimotho – Property manager
5) Jaqueline Maigua – Head of Urban Management
6) Vincent Musyoki – Security Supervisor - Kofinaf
7) Isaiah Mutai – Security Officer
8) Douglass Udo- Security officer
9) Kizito Matete – Security officer
10) Hesbon Ratemo – Security Officer
List of Kenya Wildlife Service (KWS)/Animal Rights Reserved (ARR) staff who were
involved in the Hippopotami monitoring work
1) Dr. Titus Kaitho – Veterinarian
2) Edward King’ori – Veterinary Assistant
3) Nicholas Tiyong – Ranger
4) Beatrice Mitei – Ranger
5) Ann Wambui – Veterinary Technician - Intern
6) Paul Musyoki - Driver
On 12.09.2019 the team attended to an orphan duiker and zebra foal. The prognosis of the cases
was guarded. The zebra foal was rapidly deteriorating due to injuries, dehydration and stress.
The duiker developed CNS signs – abnormal gait and circling movement. The two animals
unfortunately succumbed to death. Pictorial of the cases
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On 13.09.2019 at Soysambu ranch (GPS: S00 024’14.1” E036012’38.2”) 1 Km from the aircraft
hangers the vet carried out post mortem examination of one lion carcass. The sample types
collected include: stomach wall, muscles tissues and lung/liver tissues. The carcass had been
heavily scavenged by scavengers. The carcass was more than 3 days old. The stomach contents
could not be traced or collected.
General observations
The scene of crime had not been cordoned off. Motor vehicles had been driven into the crime
scene and human or scavenger activity was evident by many foot prints into the scene of crime.
The scene of crime had been heavily interfered with, the carcass had been moved over 20 meters
from the original location and body parts spread all over. Probable cause of the death:
(i) Traumatic injuries which were fatal from a rogue buffalo
(ii) Malicious poisoning
(iii) Disease of unknown aetiology/cause
TESTS REQUIRED: Toxicology: the lion is suspected to be have poisoned using
agrochemicals/pesticides. Please test for presence of any common agrochemical.
STORAGE: Freeze samples at – 40 0 C
SUBMISSION: Submit samples to Government Chemist
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Pictorial of the case
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On 15.09.2019 at Oserian (Near Swaggers residence) the team attended to a female giraffe. The
giraffe had been wounded by a snare on left hind leg. The wound was cleaned and systemic
antibiotics administered. The case has a good prognosis Pictorial presentation of the case
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On 16.09.2019 at Soysambu ranch -Tom’s airstrip -the team rescued a female zebra snared on
the neck by a wire. Prognosis of the case is good. Pictorial presentation of the case

On 16.09.2019 at Oserengoni Conservancy the team rescued a female zebra snared on left hind
leg by a wire. Prognosis of the case is good. Pictorial presentation of the case

On 24th to 27th 09.2019 at Soysambu ranch the team made an attempt to collar one female lion.
Unfortunately, we failed to collar the lioness because the lions were hiding in a rocky bushy area.
The lions are in a pride of five (5); two (2) adult females and three (3) cubs. When we forcefully
ejected/flushed out the lions in the hide out, as a last result late evening, the candidate lioness
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climbed Half Hill, which is an impossible hill to climb using a motor vehicle. Some of the
challenges faced during this attempted collaring include;
i)Poor terrain, rocky and bushy area
ii) The lions refused to respond to any call back sounds. The lions had fed on a steer and zebra
foal and preferred to spent the day in thick bush.
iii) Heavily scared, frazzled and jittery lions always climbing Half Hill. A pictorial of the cubs
left alone by the mother, who was hunting.

On 24.09.2019 at Soysambu ranch – Maendeleo area, the team rescued a female zebra snared on
the neck by a wire. Prognosis of the case is good. Pictorial of the case
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On 24.09.2019 at Soysambu ranch – Long Hill area the team rescued a male zebra snared on the
neck by a wire. The prognosis the case is good. Pictorial of the case

On 26.09.2019 at Soysambu ranch – close to Half Hill area, the team resuced a female hyena
snared on the neck by a awire. Prognosis of the case is good. Pictorial of the case
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On 29.09.2019 at Oserengoni conservancy – Lapieve area, the team rescued a male zebra snared
on left front leg by a wire. Prognosis of the case is good. Pictorial of the case
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